
CRITICAL THINKING EXERCISES FOR HIGH SCHOOL

Real critical thinking exercises seek truth. . of critical thinking exercises were handed down to me from my own
elementary school teachers.

You're riding along in a blimp, viewing the landscape below, and you float over a professional baseball
stadium. Eighty-five percent of all cases of lung cancer in the U. A vocabulary word is held above a student's
head where they cannot see it. My dad is taller than your dad. Critical Thinking Exercise 2: Fact or Opinion
Do you think you know the difference between fact and opinion? Logic Puzzle - Each scenario is thought
provoking. Students write down their goals for the year. Grace Fleming has a master's degree in education and
is an academic advisor and college enrollment counselor. Lots of brain power needed here. If you try to
answer these questions fully, it will quickly become apparent that we carry around certain assumptions and
values. If you don't learn the difference between fact and opinion, you may end up reading and watching
things that continue to reinforce beliefs and assumptions you already own. Two out of ten American citizens
are boring. Dogs make better pets than turtles. For this exercise, read each statement and try to determine
whether it sounds like a fact or an opinion. Mazes - Your run-of-the-mill start and finish mazes. Pretend that
you have been assigned the task of conducting a tour for aliens who are visiting the earth and observing human
life. Furthermore, when trying to explain team sports to an alien, you have to explain the value we place on
winning and losing. If you flatten and stretch out a Slinky toy it will be 87 feet long. The deepest part of the
ocean is 35, feet deep. If you can effectively debate the truthfulness of a statement with your partner, then it's
most likely an opinion. Journal Data Goals Students become their own progress monitors. Receive free lesson
plans, printables, and worksheets by email: Your Email Address Critical Thinking Worksheets Critical
thinking is more than just a simple thought process. These exercises are designed to help develop critical
thinking skills. Why do people get so excited about watching other people play games? When you think like
an alien tour guide, you are forced to take a deeper look at the things we do and things we value. Students
write down all of their grades. Place butcher paper around the room with different question stems, problems or
activities. It also involves the ability to distinguish fact from opinion when exploring a topic. Updated July 11,
Critical thinking is a skill that students develop gradually as they progress in school. Smoking is bad for your
health. Critical thinking involves suspending your beliefs to explore and question topics from a "blank page"
point of view. Each group has a different colored marker.


